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Introduction

The project “REACT - REinforcing ACTions of capacity building for civil society” is the result of a 
long-lasting partnership between the association of Local Democracy agencies (aLDa) and Lev Sapieha 
Foundation, which have been working together in Belarus since 2006 and developed a strong partnership.

aLDa is an international non-governmental organization working actively to foster human rights 
and local democracy especially in the Western Balkans and in the Eastern partnership countries and 
Eu neighborhood countries. It was founded in 1999 as an initiative of the Council of Europe’s Congress 
of Local and regional authorities and has developed into one of the biggest nGos connecting the local 
authorities and civil society dealing with human rights, democracy and active citizenship at the local 
level (http://www.alda-europe.eu/).

Lev Sapieha Foundation is a non-governmental, non-political, non-profit organization founded in 
1992 with the aim of supporting and fostering the development of civil society and self-government at 
the local level. It also works on the promotion of democratic ideas and practices in the economic, scien-
tific and cultural fields (http://sapieha.org/index/0-6).

Following the “ACOSBE - Acting social rights in Belarus” project, implemented in Belarus from 
September 2006 to March 2008 by both partners and supported by the European Commission, a growing 
number of civil society actors returned with new ideas to continue the activities. These actors developed 
different ideas of civic initiatives for targeted rural areas in Belarus. The main goal was to implement 
concrete actions in order to promote participation of civil society in the development of local social and 
economic strategies.

The aCSoBE project aimed at promoting social and cultural rights and at strengthening dialogue 
between civil society groups and local governments in Belarus. The partnership building process ai-
med at involving different types of non-State actors in order to promote a rich and profitable exchange 
between different partners. one of the results of this project was the development of new relation-
ships between different organizations. These new relationships facilitated the development of new Civic 
Initiatives to support sustainable development in a way that was more understandable for the general 
population

The present project that was implemented in 2009-2010 facilitates citizens’ active engagement 
in the local development process, promotes cooperation between local authorities and non-state ac-
tors and implements concrete actions in this field. The general focus of the project is supporting civic 
initiatives in order to foster citizens and civil society organizations action in favor of poverty reduction

We encouraged the participants of the project to develop their own ideas for local social or cultu-
ral projects. We paid special attention to the use of best practices in the realization of small cooperation 
projects with three partners. We encouraged the Belarusian participants to share their experience with 
colleagues through the promotion of “small” social initiatives locally. The most important point was to 
convince the participants that any social initiative – small as big – is important and that the size of the 
initiative isn’t the most important. Eventually, most participants realized that they had already imple-
mented that type of projects. But since they were afraid of using the word “project” we proposed to refer 
to it as “initiatives”, which enabled us to move forward. Thanks to our participants’ intense activity on 
social issues, we managed to gather numerous project ideas. The next step consisted in shaping these 
initiatives and providing its initiator with consultancy and support.
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These civic initiatives are basically small pilot projects, designed and implemented by non state 
actors very active at the local level, in order to strengthen participation of nSa, to promote development 
processes, to reduce poverty and to foster sustainable development in rural areas of Belarus.

The action took place in Borisov, Smorgon, polotsk, Gomel, orsha, puchovichy, which are consi-
dered as rural areas. Some activities were held in Minsk region to give more visibility to the project in 
Belarus. This publication aims to provide an overview of all the initiatives that were implemented and of 
the results that were achieved.
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1. Local self-government in micro district «Volotova».

Gomel Association of Youth and Children (ASDEMO)
http://asdemo.org/
Period: 01.11.2009 – 30.05.2010 
Coordinator of the project: Vladimir Kovzelev

The nGo “aSDEMo” is the association of Youth and Children in Gomel. This organization unites 
youth, students, school children and kids (more than 100 registered members) and was created on 
14th november, 1996. The project was implemented in two micro districts of Mozyr’s city – namely 
“Youth” and “Volotova” - because mostly young and potentially active people live in these neighborho-
ods. The project «Local self-government in micro district “Volotova”» aimed at creating and developing 
local initiatives and overcome the passive wait-and-see attitude of inhabitants in this neighborhood of 
Gomel city. The main goal was to support people’s participation in the decision making process at micro 
district level with involvement of representatives of the local administration and deputies of the city 
council.

The starting point consisted in a meeting with The Gomel regional administration’s committee of 
natural resources and preservation of the environment, as the project focused on citizens’ participation 
to environmental problem solving by local authorities. on this occasion, aSDEMo submitted proposals 
on the territorial limitation of the expansion of summer houses from the association “plesy-2”, as those 
houses were being built on an environmentally protected area. as a result, a Commission in charge of 
territory monitoring was created, gathering representatives from local authorities and from the civil 
society, such as the deputy head of Gomel district inspection and the director of aSDEMo. Following 
a territorial survey, an agreement was adopted to put a ban on allocation of any new plots of summer 
houses to “plesy-2”.

Several events were organized as part of the project. Stands and banners were prepared to provi-
de large-scale information to local people about pollution of the birch woods and infringement of the le-
gislation on nature protection around the pokaljubichsky water supply point. a video clip about people’s 
irresponsibility in failing to take action was produced and broadcasted on the local television channel 
“nireya”. More than 30 persons took part in an action of waste collection. on the school playground, gar-
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bage containers and prohibiting signs were installed on this occasion. an ecological and sport event was 
organized in Gomel City park and gathered about 200 people. During the project, more than 250 scho-
olchildren took part in meetings aiming at spreading consciousness about environmental protection.

on February 27, the seminar «public - territorial self-government from theory to practice: expe-
rience of local self government development in Sweden, poland and Lithuania» was held in the “road-
building” college for students and gathered 28 persons.

Finally, a friendly football match between teachers from “Volotova” and “Youth” micro districts 
was organized, as a means to enable people to get to know each other and thus foster future coopera-
tion. Exchanges of experience with other initiatives in our area were also carried out in the framework 
of the project.

The main achievement of the project was the development of favorable conditions and necessary 
capacities for the creation of local comities of territorial self-government in the micro district “Youth” 
of Mozyr. In the near future, the project team plans to further develop these conditions and to create 
self-government bodies in the micro districts.
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2. Active citizenship in the local neighbourhood.

Public association МZHK “Solnechnyi”
https://sites.google.com/site/mzksolnecnyj/Home/istoria-mzk
Period: 01.11.2009 – 30.05.2010
Coordinator of the project: Vladimir Makarov

MZHK “Solnechnyi” is public association of tenants, which attempts to organize itself on the mo-
del of condominiums. The ambition of this project was to overcome the lack of interest and apathy of 
citizens concerning issues of local self government, availability and quality of housing as well as muni-
cipal services. The central problem that was addressed was the failure to create a safe and comfortable 
living environment for apartment tenants in multistoried houses in micro district № 52 in Gomel.

The project goals were reached through a set of activities: Four initiative groups (with a total of 
21 persons) interested in the development of housing self-management agencies were established. The 
main motivation for the creation of a “landlord” association was the desire to have real influence on the 
level of the rent. The most discouraging elements were the age of the houses, which are 20 years old 
or older and the fact that so far there is no legal act which specifies that a part of local taxes should be 
used to cover the costs related to renovations. a specialized program called «accounting in condomi-
niums. MZHK-1» which aims to facilitate the automation of book keeping in condominiums was develo-
ped on the basis of the accounting software “Bookkeeper 1С”. Developers of this program ran training 
sessions for representatives of the four initiative groups, showing them the functioning of the program 
and the way it should be used. During the project, two МZHK “Solnechnyi” websites were developed. 
one of them has an informative purpose concerning current issues or history of МZHK “Solnechnyi” and 
includes, among other things, a communication forum. one website was designed for the local network 
of МZHK “Solnechnyi” and has thus restricted access, the second one has public access.

The project showed that the habit to rely on the state regarding questions of housing and com-
munal services is stronger than the economic appeal of self-management housing. Moreover, it revealed 
that the “maturing process” before a landowner association can effectively be created takes more than 
6 months. Meanwhile, it has been decided that the following activities should be carried out: 

•	 Creation of a permanent source of information, for example, through the magazine “House ma-
nager” and MZHK’s 
web-page,

•	 organization of regu-
lar trainings for lan-
downers in exempla-
ry houses with real 
self-management,

•	 organization of joint 
activities in the deci-
sion making process on 
general housing issues 
like parking for cars, 
playgrounds and so on.
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3. I see the bright colors. I see everything.

International Charity NGO “See by Heart”
The period: 01.11.2009 – 30.05.2010
Coordinator of the project: Gukasova Ellada

The international Charity nGo “See by Heart” was created 12th May, 2006 and deals with charitable 
issues related to visually impaired and mentally disabled children and young people. Most of the activities it 
implements are related to the social rehabilitation of participants through art and educational activities. The 
project events were realized in Minsk, but participants come from all over Belarus. The project was orien-
ted on social adaptation and integration of visually impaired and mentally disabled children and teenagers, 
through the participation in actions aiming to disclose the creative potential and develop mental capacities.

Indeed, social adaptation and integration of visually impaired and mentally disabled children and 
young people are possible through a disclosure of their creative potential and development of their 
mental capacities during circles, educational seminars and exhibition. The project consisted in carrying 
out study groups on the basis of the Swedish circles system (i.e. gathering of people sharing an interest, 
activity, education, etc.), organizing a seminar and a final exhibition. at the exhibition, which took place 
on May 6 2010, the works made during circles were presented and various workshops were organized 
by blind people. The purpose of the exhibition was to draw people’s attention to the problem of visually 
impaired young people’s social integration. Social videos created by participants of the project were 
presented, along with a photo-exhibition; a short concert was given on the opening ceremony. The exhi-
bition got high media coverage and gathered many people: target groups of the project, volunteers and 
participants of the project and pupils of schools, local residents, visitors of library etc. Throughout the 
project, additional activities led to help participants develop their mental capacities:

•	 “Interesting and cheerful cookery” - Training of participants for independent preparation of va-
rious dishes (pancakes, etc.).

•	 “All by hands” - Training of participants 
to develop their ability to do things 
which are necessary in daily life.

•	 “Art is the possibility to open all ta-
lents and to get remarkable friends” 
- Familiarization of participants with 
various art forms (sculpture, stained-
glass windows, fabrics painting, dra-
wing, pape-mashe etc.) to show the 
possibility for everyone to be an artist.

•	 “Live paper” - Familiarization of participants with various kinds of sculpture from paper and 
origami.

•	 “The Art of Dialogue” - Training of basic skills – speaking, effective communications, self-presen-
tation, etc.

Throughout the project, participants made tremendous progresses and developed greatly their 
ability to socialize. Further activities are currently being developed to enable them to further develop 
their social skills.
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4. «Re-socialization of prisoners»: a pocket book for released 
persons.

NGO “Filon Kmita Center”
The period: 01.11.2009 – 30.05.2010
Coordinator of the project: Victor Andreev

The nGo “Filon Kmita Center” provides legal support (advocacy, consulting) for local communities 
and individuals in orsha district. The “re-socialization of prisoners” project was motivated by the fact 
that in spite of the decision taken in January 2009 to create a re-socialization center for ex-convicts 
in orsha «in the nearest future», the building designated for this by local authorities is still empty. 
The purpose of the project was to provide assistance in the creation of favorable conditions for the re-
socialization of prisoners through the development of peoples’ tolerance, the protection of social and 
economic rights of ex-convicts, the creation of “first steps consultation” possibilities and the promotion 
of a city development program in the field of re-socialization.

In the framework of the project, lawyers Dmitry Shantor and alexey Sivtsov developed texts for a 
series of 11 brochures «Your rights» on 11 topics relevant for ex-convicts: «assistance in the household 
and labor issues»; «Journey Home»; «Social assistance»; «restoration of documents»; «Family issues»; 
“property right”; «Damage compensation»; «registration of pensions»; «Housing issues»; «rights of 
disabled»; «Labor issues». Those brochures were offered for distribution to heads of correctional fa-
cilities responsible for educational work. However, because of the lack of transparency of those esta-
blishments and the necessity to pass a number of agreements with departments (first of all office of 
public prosecutor), the brochures were also distributed through the social protection fund, job centers, 
inspection on observation of punishment execution, passport and visa services points and medical ser-
vices points.

To create further publicity, ex-convicts were interviewed in format of “life story”. Five articles 
were distributed through newsletters of social organizations, among them were “Clean world”, “Center 
of social and legal rehabilitation”; “Society of addicted person”.

Thanks to this extensive communication, more than two hundred phone calls from orsha and 
other regions were received, mostly from relatives of convicted persons. They were basically concerned 
about official registration of papers and employment issues. More than 40 percent of the messages 
related to complaints on violation of prisoners’ rights to work, to get social support or restoration of 
documents; restrictions in the rights on movement. overall, 89 documents were dealt with, including 
43 complaints, 20 inquiries, five petitions, seven claims and 12 statements for early release. More than 
80 regulatory legal acts were e-mailed to applicants. The huge mobilization of people showed that the 
project was answering a real need: the feedback from all those families also enabled the project team to 
identify more precisely the needs of ex-convicts and will thus enable them to provide people with more 
efficient services in the future.
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5. Students Rights: mechanism and consciousness.

Students Council
http://studrada.org/
The period: 01.11.2009 – 30.05.2010
Coordinator of the project: Ales’ Krot

The Student Council is an initiative that resulted from the identification of a real need to defend 
students’ rights. The idea appeared in the Minsk students’ society, but rapidly spread over several regional 
institutions. Students are the most socially unprotected group with a high range of difficulties in the edu-
cational process. This information was collected through a questionnaire made by «Studentskaya rada» 
among students in higher and special institutions in Minsk. The results of the questionnaire pointed out 
that 94% of the interviewed students encountered various difficulties, mostly connected with a violation of 
their rights. one of the reasons is a lack of knowledge about the mechanisms of rights’ protection, the other 
has to do with the lack of awareness of students about their position in the educational process and in the 
institution. The main idea of the project was to train students in Minsk in the sphere of rights protection. The 
other objective was the creation of a students’ network able to assist students in the defense of their rights.

In that perspective, the Youth trade union group «Studentskaya rada» (Student Council) develo-
ped a training program entitled «Students rights: Mechanisms of protection and consciousness». The 
distinctive feature of the program was the orientation of participants towards a creative and critical 
approach in the protection of their rights as well as the comprehension of students’ place and position 
in the educational process.

There were five trainings on subjects related to student’s rights and a conference on the creation 
of a students’ network. The program was constructed in a way to encourage participants to share their 
knowledge among their friends and acquaintances. 15 participants who passed the training were offered 
to become part of the students’ network on the students’ rights defense. The purpose of the network 
is to increase the interaction, information and exchange between the students wishing to protect their 
rights, to support initiatives on protection of students at local and national levels. During the confe-
rence, several issues were discussed, including the quality of higher education in Belarus, the fact that 
students understand themselves as independent subjects and their ability to be consolidated for the 
protection of common interests. There were six presentations:

•	 alexander Klimashin «The Essence of Students rights»

•	 Marat abramovsky «The Quality of high school education in the eyes of students»

•	 Maria Suma «Humane education or students’ right not to kill»

•	 Lyudmila Burdachyova «Students and studentship - myth or reality?»

•	 Victor Terez «prospects of legal assistance development in the modern student environment in 
Belarus»

•	 Michael Matskevich of “prospects of a development of a student spirit»

The activities that were implemented throughout the project contributed to the team building 
process and to the structuring of civil initiatives. The project in itself also enabled the student council 
«Studentskaya rada» to gain more visibility. Future plans are to keep on providing trainings and assi-
stance to students for the defense of their rights.
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6. Together against breast cancer.

Smorgon’ regional branch of public association “Belarus association of young Christian women”
The period: 01.11.2009 – 30.05.2010
Coordinator of the project: Marina Belevich

The Smorgon’ regional branch of “Belarus association of young Christian women” is running ac-
tivities in the sphere of public health and are mostly focusing on cancer diseases of women. In 2008 
the organization started advocating in favor of its patients’ rights. In this context the project “together 
against breast cancer” was implemented the cities Mikashevichi (Brest region), Gancevichi (Brest re-
gion), Klichev (Mogilev region), rechica (Gomel’ region), Smorgon’ (Minsk region) and Minsk.

about 10 years ago breast cancer came out on top among all cancer diseases of women. at the 
moment, there are up to 25 thousand women who have suffered from breast cancer in Belarus and in the 
last 20 years the number of patients has doubled. Today the number of persons with the disease reaches 
3400 persons per year in Belarus. according to mammalogists’ forecasts, mammary gland cancer will 
threaten 16 percent of all Belarusian women in the near future. For many of us, cancer is associated with 
death, but early diagnostics make it possible to discover breast cancer at an early stage, when it is still 
possible to prevent serious consequences of the disease.

Throughout the last years, informational and educational work in Belarus on preventive measu-
res such as early diagnostics of breast cancer was run only by «Belarus association of young Christian 
women» («BaMHZH»). Despite its activities, the level of awareness and knowledge about this issue in 
Belarus remains very low. The problem became so important that additional means were made neces-
sary to solve it and that was the purpose of this project.

Within the framework of the project, five initiative groups from the public organization «Belarus 
organization of working women» («BoTZH») began to work. Throughout the project, coordinators from 
«BoTZH» organized 11 seminars in order to disseminate the knowledge and experience about cancer 
diseases of women. These seminars gathered 426 persons; 125 sets of information material and 1000 
booklets «For life sake» were distributed. In addition, another 35 complete sets of information material 
are to be published.

The action «pink ribbon» aiming to raise awareness about breast cancer was conducted in five 
regional cities. as result of it, the awareness and knowledge of 1399 persons was improved.

public attention was also drawn to the problem through mass-media coverage: Luninets’ we-
ekly journal “Inform-walking” (articles «We will protect themselves», «pink ribbon», circulation 7800 
copies); Gantsevichy newspaper «Soviet polesye», (article «right for life, instead of its prolongation», 
circulation of the newspaper 4085 copies); Video clip on portal TuT.BY in the section «Look and listen», 
with a speech of Irina Zhihar, Chairman of «BoTZH»; on-air broadcasting of Molodechno region MKTV 
(the potential audience is 150000 people).

a round table, «advocacy of breast cancer issues: changing of understanding» was organized 
on april 11 in Minsk. Several directions were defined for the further joint activity of «BaMHZH» and 
«BoTZH», including prophylaxis of breast cancer, training of women on advocacy of breast cancer is-
sues, lobbying mammalogy screening, establishment and development of women’s networks and volun-
teer movements, creation of groups of self-care patients.
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7. City Ecology: Recycling of mercury containing lamps.

Orsha regional branch of NGO «Belarusian Society of Consumers Protection» (BOZP)
The period: 01.11.2009 – 30.05.2010
Coordinator of the project: Oleg Grablevsky

The orsha regional branch of the nGo «Belarusian Society of Consumers protection» (BoZp) wor-
ks on promoting consumers’ rights in orsha region. This ecological project focusing on the recycling of 
mercury containing lamps took place in orsha town. recently, the use of energy saving lamps containing 
mercury became very popular in Belarus, but this practice is creating legal problems. as a matter of 
fact, citizens are forbidden to dispose mercury containing lamps with other municipal waste. national 
TV channels periodically broadcast information on the necessity to hand over used lamps to specialized 
organizations. Meanwhile, no information on maintenance practices for mercury containing lamps can 
be found in the shops. The first objective of the project was to inform consumers about mercury contai-
ning lamps (buying, using, recycling, etc.). The second objective was to work through legal channels to 
create specialized institutions on safety collecting and recycling of mercury containing lamps.

Firstly, orsha regional branch of BoZp provided local representatives of the Ministry of natural 
resources protection with a request to inform about disposal places for mercury containing lamps. The 
ministry answered that such waste collection points for mercury lamps don’t exist in orsha and that 
according to existing rules, used mercury containing lamps should be delivered to Vitebsk city, about 90 
kilometers from orsha. as a consequence, people who use luminescent lamps and contribute to saving 
energy cannot dispose the lamps in a proper way to ensure recycling, since they have to leave them with 
regular trash in communal containers.

Secondly, within the framework of the project, orsha regional branch of BoZp took some legal and 
public actions to promote the creation of specialized institutions on safety collecting and recycling of 
mercury containing lamps and other products in orsha.

Thirdly, information material that shows the danger of mercury and the necessity of special han-
dling of mercury containing goods, behavior rules with broken lamps were developed for the purpose of 
informing consumers:

•	 Instruction about mercury containing lamps (5000 copies format А4);

•	 Teaching materials for use by teachers in secondary schools;

•	 publications in mass-media.

The information activities aimed at raising people’s awareness regarding the problematic aspect 
of mercury containing lamps recycling. Besides these actions designed for public information, special 
events were organized for municipal authorities and local administrations.

The project can be considered successful as people’s awareness of this critical ecological issue 
raised dramatically. However, in order for this trend to convert into sustainable change in people’s ha-
bits, further action will have to be taken in the long run.
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8. Rational household electricity consumption as an element for 
sustainable development.

Puhovichy regional branch of NGO «Belarusian Society of Consumers Protection» (BOZP)
The period: 01.11.2009 – 30.05.2010
Coordinator of the project: Vasily Volosjuk

The puhovichy regional branch of the nGo «Belarusian Society of Consumers protection» (BoZp) 
works on promotion of consumers’ rights in the puhovichy region and implemented the current project 
in puhovichy district. This project focused on the development of active citizenship and on exchange of 
best practices in order to ensure suitable conditions for sustainable development as well as reduction of 
poverty. The project focused on two main axes:

1. informational-educational activities,

2. introduction and implementation of best prac-
tices in household electricity consumption.

In the framework of project activities, coope-
ration was established with State structures, namely 
the republican association on Housing and Communal 
Services, the Department of Labor and Social 
protection, the Educational Department of District 
Executive Committee and the regional newspapers.

In coordination with the Department of Labor and Social protection, some lists of the families 
most in the need and of the families with disabled person were established. among them, seven fa-
milies also took part in the project related to the use of energy saving lamps. prior to the launching 
of the project, a commission gathering project team members monitored an evaluation of electricity 
consumption in each of the houses and apartments of participants. a table providing detailed energy 
consumption of each of the home devices was made and distributed to all participants and other inhabi-
tants. Simultaneously, throughout the project period, informative and educational workshops were held: 
lectures, individual conversations, hot line consultations.

In the framework of the project two seminars to place:

•	 Together with ananichy village council at the local state secondary school on the topic of «Energy 
saving in everyday life and special marks of electric goods»;

•	 a seminar at the premises of the “Snowdrop” club - «rational methods of power resources usage».

We also provided assistance in the creation of posters which were put up in novosyolkovsky se-
condary school in order to make energy saving issues more popular among kids. Information of consu-
mers regarding energy saving was developed: in the regional newspaper a special column was dedicated 
to energy saving and sustainable development «Questions & answers».

among the preselected participants, a group of 13 disabled people identified as those most in need 
and received energy savings lamps. Thanks to the activities throughout the project, the awareness of the 
population about energy savings technologies increased by 13%. In families with disabled persons, the 
savings in terms of electric consumption reached 80 percent after energy savings lamps started being 
used, which represents up to 5000-7000 (1,20-1.70 €) Belarus rubles and 5 to 10% of their monthly rent.
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9. «Consumer Lawyer»: information and legal centre for 
consumers.

Borisov regional branch of NGO «Belarusian Society of Consumers Protection» (BOZP)
The period: 01.11.2009 – 30.05.2010
Coordinator of the project: Valery Tchistov

Borisov regional branch of the nGo «Belarusian 
Society of Consumers protection» (BoZp)BoZp “Barrier” 
works on the promotion of consumers’ in Borisov region 
and implemented this project in Borisov district. The 
project aimed firstly at strengthening civil activity and 
public participation in the region regarding the protection 
of consumers’ rights. The second main aim of the project 
was to initiate cooperation between local authorities, pu-
blic organizations and mass media in the Borisov region in 
the decision making process regarding priority issues for 
local communities, such as consumers’ rights. 

Several activities were implemented to achieve that 
goal. Four joint meetings with public organizations, local au-
thorities and mass media on the following topics were held:

•	 possible ways of cooperation in the sphere of protection of consumer rights.

•	 Carrying out an information campaign for the region’s consumers.

•	 Conducting lectures on consumers’ rights in firms and local public institutions.

In addition, four trainings for consumers were organized. a «Hot line» was established for regular 
phone consultations for consumers. We also prepared and published the booklet «Consumer instructions».

In March, we celebrated the World Consumer Rights Day with additional and special events. There 
were actions and meetings with various organizations in order to establish contacts and social partner-
ships as well as to give more visibility to consumers’ rights protection issues. During april, schools in 
the Borisov region took part in a knowledge competition on the course “Bases of consumer knowled-
ge”. regional representatives of Educational Departments monitored this competition to identify best 
practices regarding consumers’ rights education at school in order to distribute this information in the 
network of educational institutions in the regions of Krupki, Smolevichi and Berezino.

The final event of the project was organized in May in Borisov city. It consisted of a regional semi-
nar for representatives of public institutions, state organizations, mass-media and other persons inte-
rested in the topic of «Social partnership, as a way of actively involving society in the process of solving 
social problems and overcoming the populations’ felling of being dependant on others to solve problems 
and to fight against poverty. Throughout the project, several major results were achieved. First, the is-
sue of consumers’ rights gained major visibility and knowledge was spread extensively in the targeted 
region. The regional structures such as BoZp “Barrier” were identified by citizens for further assistance 
and social partnerships for involvement in the decision making process were created. In the future, such 
social partnerships should be further developed and made legal.
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10. Social protection in sphere of public services.

Civil initiative “Palata”
The period: 01.11.2009 – 30.05.2010
Coordinator of the project: Jury Belsky

The “palata” project resulted in two individual citizens’ initiatives and tackled the issue of the 
lack of initiative among beneficiaries of housing and municipal services, especially with respect to the 
protection of their rights to a safe and comfortable living environment. one of the main reasons for this 
problem is a lack of legal knowledge among tenants. Moreover, tenants are not able to solve problems 
on their own because they lack information on the appeals they have the possibility to make.

During the project five seminars were organized, during which all invited persons participated 
actively. The most interesting thing was to realize that tenants tend to address problems individually 
when in fact they could gather to defend their interests collectively, since they share common problems. 
Throughout the project, we were faced with this “private – common interest” dilemma at every meeting.

 The guest lecturers were rather effective not only in presentation but also in their participation 
in the discussion of problems. unfortunately, representatives of local mass-media, Executive Committee 
and Local Councils Deputies did not show up despite being invited, which could be related to the fact 
that Local Council elections were held at that time. In the framework of the seminar to which chairmen 
of the house building cooperatives participated, the decision to create a public council was taken.

Some figures of project:

•	 83 persons were trained on legal methods of consumers’ rights protection, including concrete 
examples of problems that arose from legal decisions.

•	 Two persons prepared claims to Communal Enterprises of housing and communal services (as a 
first step towards the problems with humidity and and low temperature in their apartments).

•	 a claim for a case of flooded apartment was prepared and submitted.

•	 The positive experience of ZHSK and condominiums in Belarus were presented to four chairmen 
of housing self-government bodies.

one of the most positive results was the team building that took place in the framework of civil 
initiative «palata». as for identified shortcomings, we could mention the low impact of our actions to 
encourage citizens to take active part in seminars as well as the lack of success in involving local autho-
rities actively in the project. plans for the near future therefore include further consultations of the local 
population in order to identify the best way to foster active citizenship on those issues.



Reaction of Gomel residents:

•	 “Who,… writer? Yes?”

•	 “I am not interested in it”.

•	 “More in detail about Karpovich?  
I have no idea...”

•	 “He was the revolutionary and 
even terrorist”.
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11. Youth video activity as a way of forming active civic positions.

Gomel youth organization “Talaka”
http://nashkraj.info/
The period: 01.11.2009 – 30.05.2010
Coordinator of the project: Larissa Shchiryakova

Gomel youth organization “Talaka” is dedicated to the preservation of historical and cultural he-
ritage. The organization is registered and active in Gomel region. The project focused on the creation of 
educational films and video materials with the aim of spreading historical and cultural traditions of Gomel 
and its localities among its inhabitants. as a matter of fact, strengthening civil society and the creation 
of local communities can only be successful if traditions are well-known and the history of localities and 
community shared. It is very important to bring knowledge to the people and to inform them about the hi-
story of the city and the settlements, street names, traditions and ceremonies (songs, dances) of the old 
folks. Moreover, sustainable development implies the presence of conscious and socially active citizens, 
who are able to defend their rights and actively participate in decision making process. The activities 
implemented throughout the project enabled young participants to develop such competences and skills.

In the framework of Talaka’s project, a series of documentary historical films were shot on the 
theme “unknown regional countrymen”:

•	 ”Peter Karpovich: Hero or Antihero?” (45 min.) The 
film tells about peter Karpovich, a revolutionary from 
Gomel. He was one of the founders of political terror 
in the russian empire at the beginning of the 20th 
century. The film is rather topical and poses the que-
stion if political terror can be considered appropriate 
and morally justified. Besides, Karpovich unknown to 
vast majority of Gomel’s inhabitants, despite the fact 
that the central street of the city is named after him.

•	 “Paluta Badunova” (46 min.) is a documentary film about a 
Gomel resident who was one of the leaders of the Byelorussian par-
ty of socialists-revolutionaries. She held position as the Minister of 
rada Bnr (Council of Belarus peoples republic).

•	 The film “Stanіslau Shabuneuskі” focuses on historical and 
cultural issues of Gomel’s city 
architecture. The movie tel-
ls about the life and creative 
work of the person who was 
the general architect of Gomel 
in the first quarter of the 
twentieth century. To a great 

extent, his work has defined the face of contemporary Gomel. 
His architectural inheritance has remained in good condition 
in modern Gomel. The documentary film is devoted to him 
and his architectural inheritance.
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”Talaka” presented the film “Funeral of Arrow” from 
another series “Traditional culture” on 18th June. The movie 
tells about an archaic ceremony which has perpetuated it-
self only in the Vetka region. Its charm and protected magic 
has never been interrupted by urban culture. a “Funeral of 
arrow” ceremony is unique, it has no equivalent and is still 
deeply rooted in a number villages of Gomel region. The film 
consists of two parts: the first one is about a ceremony in 
Staubuny village, the second one shows ceremonies that 
take place in neglubka village, in Vetka region.

10 person, both volunteers, and friends of the organi-
zation were involved in the production of this movie.

all video materials can be downloaded and watched at:

“Peter Karpovich: Hero or Antihero?” (45 min., Belarusian):
http://nashkraj.info/content/view/421/1/

“Paluta Badunova” (46 min., Belarusian):
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gs3w5ZbfBeI
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-pBDcxS1XD0
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MtpeEonaXz8
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=M1Zen2eixxk
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mr1YwEJid5I

“Stanіslau Shabuneuskі” (Belarusian):
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kClpeSV5D80
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=unDe8v6k2Ka
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pTuuYS9FnYs
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wZprMbgaI-a

“Funeral of Arrow” (Belarusian):
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=orGctFsBFnk
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Xzoc2gIorua
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tcX2DgvCJ_E
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JSm8druG1Fw
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ITZpj1Gscys

In the framework of the project, members of the team acquired extensive experience in the shoo-
ting of informational movies. These movies were used as educational material in secondary schools and 
can thus be considered as tools for the dissemination of knowledge about the history of Gomel city, folk 
traditions and ceremonies. Future plans include the shooting of an additional six movies, two of which 
are already in an advanced stage.
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Conclusion

Civil society capacity building and local community development are issues that have been tackled 
by many European programs in Belarus, but unfortunately until now this hasn’t been a success story. 
This can be explained by a very traditional approach in the dissemination of knowledge and by the short 
comings of the practices, which have been used and are well-developed within European union member 
states. Sometimes our Western European colleagues start working in Belarus without considering and 
knowing enough about certain aspects and peculiarities of Belarusian life and society. The traditional 
“occidental methods” used with success in Europe can not be applied directly to Belarus. There are too 
many specificities of the country to allow such strategy to be successful: what is needed is a full support 
to the development of locally and jointly designed strategies and tools. at first sight, it might appear 
that in many aspects the state system and social organization in former Soviet union states have a lot 
in common with institutions in Europe. However, if they are similar in the formal appearance, they are in 
fact totally different from one another in practice.

Moreover, during the 1990s many thought it would be possible to replace soviet style institutions 
with European forms of life and activity without any substantial transformation. From the distance it 
looks like a game of words when you try to give a new name to old things. Many actors shared the idea 
that teaching people to work in a slightly different way, acting in their own way, providing them with ac-
cess to information would be enough for sustainable development. after the breakup of the Soviet union, 
some newly independent republics, especially the Baltic ones, got rid of these illusions very quickly. In 
Belarus they live on. The structure of courts, the police, local administrations, collective farms, schools 
of all levels and some other institutions remain unchanged.

a lot of energy and creativity of Belarusians goes to the improvement of the functioning of the 
structures, organizations, and institutions that we got from the Soviet union. The form of this improve-
ment has not changed since the end of 1980s, and is usually described in simple countable categories: 
«more glasnost», «more freedom», «more democracy», «more resources», or the other way round — 
«less bureaucracy and corruption» etc.

Interestingly, many Europeans think the same way while honestly trying to help in solving our 
problems. However, there cannot be more freedom where it has not been at all. It is impossible to fight 
corruption if people are not familiar with other ways of solving social problems. We can only pretend 
to reduce the sums of bribes. Most of these attempts show the obvious and simple principle of human 
activity: it is always simpler to continue some activity than to change it radically. With our project we 
attempt to change this attitude. We want to encourage people to take action rather than to wait for 
external help. We hope this experience will give incentives to local community building and institutional 
maturation of local actors.

Civil society organizations in Belarus face many difficulties in the dialogue with the government 
and need to reinforce their capacities in local development actions. Moreover the fact that local autho-
rities do not have relevant autonomy from the central government does not encourage the involvement 
of grass-roots organizations in local development processes - actually rather the contrary.

Support to Civil Initiatives among local actors will raise awareness about the role of nSa in the de-
finition and implementation of development strategies at the local level. This publication does not limit 
to the presentation of valuable experiences and best practices: it is also a convenient tool to enable the 
various stakeholders to develop their networking.
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Moreover, the headquarters of the associations involved must be thought of as solid anchor points 
which will keep on working on the protection and promotion of public interests at the local level and on 
which future local initiatives will be able to rely.

We hope that this publication will help to promote these initiatives and their continuation in the 
future and will ensure follow-up and inspiration for others.

       NGO Lev Sapieha Foundation


